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Abstract: We report the synthesis, crystal structures, and re-
lated properties of six new zeolite-like hexacyanometallates of 

formula unit T3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·uH2O (T = Co2+, Zn2+; M = 

RuII, OsII). Their crystal structures were solved and refined from 
their X-ray powder diffraction patterns in combination with the IR 
and UV/Vis/NIR spectroscopic data. The Co and Zn ions are co-
ordinated tetrahedrally to the N atoms of four CN groups. The 
deconvolution of the overlapped UV/Vis/NIR spectral bands 
provided conclusive evidence of the tetrahedral coordination of 
the Co atoms. These materials have porous frameworks, which 

are characterized by a 3D array of TN4 tetrahedral units linked 

to the MC6 octahedral blocks in a 3:2 ratio. From the IR spectro-
scopy results, we found that all of the compounds reported 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
During recent decades, transition-metal hexacyanometallates 
have received increasing attention because of their wide struc-
tural diversity and physical properties; for example, they have 
been used as prototypical nanoporous solids for hydrogen stor-

age.[1] Their general formula unit is (Ti)x(Aj)z[Mk(CN)6]y·uH2O, in 
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here contain hydronium countercations. Two different struc-tures 

in the same space group (R3¯ c) were identified for the Co-
based materials. However, only a single phase was found for 
the Zn-containing compounds. Density functional theory (DFT) 
modeling predicts hydrogen bonds between the hydronium ions 
and the CN groups at the surfaces of the pores. These materials 
were prepared through the hydrothermal recrystalli-zation of the 

solids obtained from mixing ethanol solutions of H4[M(CN)6] with 
aqueous solutions of cobalt(II) nitrate and zinc nitrate. Our 
results illustrate the potential of the hydrothermal 
recrystallization technique for the preparation of metal hexa-
cyanometallates with new structures and pore topologies that 
are not obtainable by the traditional precipitation method. 
 
 

 
which T and M are transition metals; A is the countercation; the 
i, j, and k superscripts are the oxidation numbers; x, y, and z 

indicate the stoichiometry; and u is the hydration degree. In this 
family of solids, the M metal is always found in the low-spin 
state, and its oxidation state will be indicated with roman 
numerals (II). These solids form a 3D network of periodically 
repeated ···N–T–N≡C–M–C≡N–T–N··· chains and are closely 
re-lated to the Prussian blue (PB) analogues, in which all of the 
metal ions linked to the CN groups have octahedral geometries. 
The physical properties of these solids can be tuned through the 
variation of the transition metals or the application of an external 
stimulus such as light, pressure, temperature, or chemi-cal 
potential. Thus, these materials find applications as molec-ular 

magnets;[2] sorbents[1,3] for gases such as H2, CH4, and CO2; 

and ionic conductors.[4] 
 

Their suitability for these applications has traditionally been 
rationalized in terms of the following: (1) The ability of the CN 
group to move electronic charge from the M to the T atoms. This 
involves π-back-donation from M to C and donation from the N 
atom to the T atom through a σ-bond; therefore, the electron 
clouds of all of these atoms overlap. (2) The topology of the 
material, which is dictated by the coordination number of the T 

metal and the presence of [M(CN)6] vacancies. The last two 
structural factors determine the formation of a porous framework 

with up to 50 % free volume,[5] which can accommo-date guest 
molecules that modulate the material properties such as the 

magnetic behavior.[6] Hexacyanometallates usually crystallize in 
the cubic structure if the M and T metals have 

 



 
octahedral coordination. However, tetrahedral coordination is 
also possible if one of the transition metals is Zn or Co that 
breaks the cubic symmetry of the crystal, which typically be-

comes rhombohedral.[7] For the low-symmetry structure, the 
electron-transfer mechanism from M–CN to the T metal through 

the 5σ orbital of the CN group is less favorable.[4b,8] This 
charge-transfer scheme determines the electronic properties of 
the cavity surface, the adsorption potential of the guest mol-

ecules,[1e] the mobility of the countercations,[4b] and the mag-

netic properties of these materials.[7d,9] 

In this paper, we report the synthesis, crystal structures, and 

physical properties of the series T3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·uH2O for T 

= Co2+, Zn2+ and M = RuII, OsII. To the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first report on the preparation and characterization of 
these compounds. These samples were prepared through the 
solvothermal recrystallization of low-crystallinity powders. These 
powders were precipitated by combining ethanol solu-tions of 

H4[M(CN)6] synthesized in situ with aqueous solutions of Co2+ 

and Zn2+ salts. The geometry of the Co2+ ions was in-ferred 
from the UV/Vis/NIR spectra. The structures of the net-works of 
water molecules within the framework cavities, includ-ing the 
role of the hydronium ions in the stabilization, were 

 
analyzed through IR spectroscopy and density functional theory 

(DFT) modeling. H2 adsorption was used to probe the interac-
tions between the hydronium ions and the cavity surfaces. 

 

Results and Discussion 
 
Crystal Structures 
 
The experimental conditions used for the synthesis of the mate-rials 
studied here are summarized in Table 1. The S and L labels for the 
Co-based cyanometallates correspond to the structures with the 
smaller and larger cell volume, respectively. From the XRD patterns, 
we found that two Co-based phases were formed for each inner 
metal (Ru, Os). However, for Zn, only a single phase was identified 
for each inner metal. Regardless of the composition, all phases 

crystallized in a rhombohedral unit cell with the space group R3¯ c. 

From the cell parameters and the cell volume per formula unit (see 
Table 2), we concluded that the Zn-based hexacyanometallates only 
crystallize in the S phase. This finding is further supported by the 
structural simi-larities between the Co- and Zn-based S phases and 

the previ-ously reported Zn3A2[M(CN)6]2·uH2O counterpart with A = 

Na, 

 

 
Table 1. Hydrothermal recrystallization conditions.   

Sample composition[a] Co3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·yH2O T3(H3O)2[Ru(CN)6]2·xH2O T3(H3O)2[Os(CN)6]2·xH2O 

 (M = RuII, OsII) (T = Co2+, Zn2+) (T = Co2+, Zn2+) 

Label Co3M2 L phase T3Ru2 S phase T3Os2 S phase 

Experimental conditions Co(NO3)2 aq. solution (0.03 M), 130 °C, HCl aq. solution (1.25 M), 130 °C, 48 h HCl aq. solution (1 M), 105 °C, 48 h 
7 d 

 
[a] Hydration degree: y > x for all the samples. Note that we have labeled the hydration degree as y for the L phases and x for the S phases.  
 
 
 
Table 2. Experimental (exp.) and calculated (calcd.) values for the lattice parameters (in the hexagonal representation), cell volume per formula unit, 

and bond lengths and angles for the hexacyanometallates under study.[a] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
[a] Two average values are listed for each calculated bond length and angle: the upper value corresponds to N atoms forming hydrogen bonds with hydronium 
ions, while the lower value corresponds to N atoms with no hydrogen bonds. If at least one N atom of each tetrahedron is forming one hydrogen bond with a 
hydronium ion, only one value is listed for the N–T–N angle. The standard deviation of the N–T–N angle is listed as a measure of the tetrahedron distortion. 

 
 



 

 

K, Rb, and Cs.[7d,7e] The alkali-metal-based series has an 
open-framework structure of six ellipsoidal cavities per 
hexagonal unit cell, connected through an elliptical windows 
of ca. 6.8 × 8 Å. The position of the countercation (A+) in the 
alkali-metal-based systems, lying close to the corners of the 
ZnN4 unit,[1d,1e,7d,7e] suggests that the hydronium ions 
interact with the N atoms owing to the accumulation of 
negative charge on these atoms. The presence of hydronium 
countercations for all of the materials studied here is clearly 
expected, as the source of the hexacyanometallate units 
was the H4[M(CN)6] acid com-plex.  

High-quality XRD powder patterns were used for the crystal-

structure refinement by the Rietveld method,[10] and the struc-

ture of Zn3A2[M(CN)6]2·xH2O[7a] was used as the starting point. 
The calculated XRD patterns for the refined structures compare 
well with the experimental ones (Figure 1 and Supporting Infor-
mation). Moreover, the UV/Vis/NIR and IR spectra along with 

the thermogravimetric (TG) and H2 adsorption data also lend 
support to the refined crystal structures (discussed in the 
Hydrogen Adsorption section). For the refined crystal structures, 
we found that the T atom has a tetrahedral coordination to the 
cyanide N atoms, whereas the M inner metal atom preserves 
the octahedral coordination. Two types of water molecules were 
identified within the cavities, those presumably proto-nated and 

close to the tetrahedral TN4 corners and others that form 
clusters stabilized through hydrogen bonds. The deconvo-lution 
of the ν(O–H) vibrational bands in the IR spectra also supports 
the existence of such a network of hydrogen-bonded water 
molecules (discussed below). The packing of the water 
molecules within the porous frameworks for both the S and L 
phases is shown in Figure 2. The refined occupation factors of  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Observed (red) and calculated (black) XRD powder patterns and 
difference profiles (blue) for the Rietveld refinements of (a) Co3(H3O)2-

[Os(CN)6]2·6.8H2O (S phase) and (b) Co3(H3O)2[Os(CN)6]2·8.4H2O (L 
phase). The insets show the coordination environments for the T metals. 

 
 
the cavity sites, available for water molecules, are also in 
excel-lent agreement with the hydration degrees obtained 
through the TG analysis. To confirm the tetrahedral 
coordination for the Co atoms, we deconvoluted the UV/Vis 
bands according to the ligand-field theory (discussed below).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Packing of oxygen atoms within the framework for the S and L 
phases of Co3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·uH2O for M = Ru and Os. 

 

For all cases, our results indicate that the geometry of the 

TN4 tetrahedron deviates from the ideal one, for which the 
bond angle is 109.5°(see Figure 1, Table 2, and Supporting 
Infor-mation). Such deviations are more pronounced for the 
L phase where the bond angles estimated for Ru are in the 
102.8–116.6° range, and those for Os range from 104.2 to 
115.0° (see Figure 1 and Supporting Information). The L 
phase also has a larger cell volume per formula unit (2.13 % 
for Ru and 2.76 % for Os) than the S phase.  

As shown clearly in Table 2, the main structural differences 
between the S and L phases lies in the M–C–N and C–N–T an-
gles. Thus, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) from 
the CN group is not oriented towards the T metal, as the C–N– T 
angle is not linear. This leads to the localization of negative 

charge on the N atom, in agreement with previous reports.[4b,8] 
This accumulation of negative charge at the cavity surface de-
termines the strength of the framework–water interactions and 
the water–water interactions through hydrogen bonds, which is 

known for zeolites.[11] 
 

The refinement of our crystal structures and the TG experi-
ments (discussed in the Thermal Behavior section) show that 
the L phases have the largest hydration degree. We found clus-
ters of water molecules at the centers of the cavities of the L 
phases and chains of water molecules within the cavities of the 
S phases (see Figure 2). Note that Figure 2 was constructed 
from XRD experiments, a technique that cannot detect hydrogen 
atoms. Thus, we have assumed that the proton from the 
hydronium cation is randomly attached to the water mol-ecules. 
As also shown in Table 2, the T–N bonds are longer for 

 
 



 
the L phase than for the S phase, reducing further the electronic 
donation from the CN group to the T metal center for the L-
phase compounds. For further information, the refined atomic 
positions, occupation and thermal factors, along with the ex-
perimental and calculated bond lengths and angles are re-
ported in the Supporting Information, and the CIF files are avail-
able from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD). 
 

 
DFT Simulations 
 
The structural parameters for the ab-initio-optimized geome-tries 

of the T3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·H2O materials are listed in Table 2. 

As expected from the experimental results, the S phases have a 
smaller cell volume per formula unit than the L phases. All of the 
cell volumes per formula unit were moderately underesti-mated 
by our calculations, because we considered a single wa-ter 
molecule in them. However, the simulations were still able to 
predict larger cell volumes per formula unit for the Os-based 
compounds than for their Ru-containing counterparts. We found 
that all of the conventional unit cells broke the hexago-nal 
symmetry and became slightly trigonal. The relaxed lattice 
parameters were more deviated for the Os systems than for the 
Ru-based systems, whereas it was the other way around for the 
cell angles. As our computational model captures the main 
differences observed experimentally for the unit cells of these 
cyanometallates, we are confident of our DFT-predicted struc-
tural, electronic, and magnetic properties. 

From our simulations, we inferred that the bond angle for the 
tetrahedral atom (N–T–N) is more affected than that for the 
octahedral one (C–M–C), in agreement with the experimental 
results. We found that the M–C–N angle is essentially linear, 
whereas the T–N–C angle loses linearity if the N atom forms a 
hydrogen bond. Although the water and hydronium H atoms are 
oriented towards the cyanide N atoms, only the charged species are 
able to form hydrogen bonds. Interestingly, this sup-ports the idea 
that hydronium cations will bind to the surfaces of the pores and 
suggests that water molecules may form agglomerates through 
hydrogen bonds. We observed that hydrogen bonding was an 
important source of distortion for the T-centered tetrahedra. The 
standard deviation of the N–T– N angle was taken as a measure of 

the deformation[12] and reached values between 6.5 and 7.4° if 

strong CN–H interactions were established and decreased to 2.4–
4.1° for tetrahedra with no hydrogen bonds. In general, each 
hydronium ion was in-volved in at least two hydrogen bonds; 
therefore, most of the 

 
tetrahedra were affected by the presence of the counterions. 
Although we only considered one water molecule per 
formula unit in our calculations; in the experiments, the effi-
ciency of the framework distortion caused by a larger 
number of hydrogen bonding is expected to be smaller. 
 
 
Thermal Behavior 
 
For all of the L-phase materials, the weakly bonded clusters of 
water molecules evolve on heating before 120 °C. Then, the 
samples do not experience any significant mass losses until 420 
°C, which is the decomposition temperature (see Support-ing 
Information). This suggests that the water molecules form-ing 
the hydronium ions remain strongly bonded to the surface of the 
cavities until the thermal decomposition of the materials 

occurs.[13] On the other hand, all of the S-phase cyanometal-

lates show quite different thermal behavior. Unlike those of the L 
phase, the hydrogen-bonded water molecules evolve progres-
sively at higher temperatures. This suggests a broader distribu-
tion of the strength of the hydrogen-bond interactions for the S-
phase materials and substantiates the formation of chains of 
water molecules within the cavities.  

The highest thermal stabilities were observed for the Os-
based cyanometallates. Osmium has a larger atomic radius 

with more extended t2g orbitals and less electronegativity 
than Ru allowing a better π-back-donation. Therefore, a 
larger negative charge density accumulates at the surfaces 
of the cavities en-hancing the interactions of the framework 
with the water mol-ecules and the thermal stability of the 
materials. The TG curves for all of the materials under study 
are shown in the Supporting Information. 
 
 
IR Spectra 
 
The IR spectra of the hexacyanometallates are dominated by 
the stretching mode (ν) of the C–N, C–M, and O–H bonds and 
the bending mode (δ) of the MCN and HOH groups (see Table 
3). Note that the ν(OH) and δ(HOH) vibrational modes reveal the 
presence of water molecules and hydronium ions in the porous 
frameworks of these materials. The two partially resolved 
δ(HOH) bending modes suggest that the water mol-ecules are in 
slightly different environments within the frame-work cavities. 
The broadening of the ν(OH) band indicates the formation of 
hydrogen bonds within either the water clusters or chains. The 
O–H stretching spectral region was deconvoluted 

 

Table 3. IR absorption bands [cm–1] and dehydration temperature TD [°C] for the studied compounds. The presented vibrational modes are the 
stretching (ν) and bending (δ) modes. The frequencies for the ν(OH) individual bands were estimated from the deconvolution of the bands in the range 
ν˜ = 3800–2775 cm–1. See Supporting Information.   

Compound ν(CN) δ(MCN) ν(MC)  ν(OH) δ(H2O)[a] TD 

Co3Ru2 L phase 2088 556 467 3649, 3621, 3555,3455, 3334, 3205, 3096 1636, 1603 113 
Co3Os2 L phase 2075 552 481 3659, 3632, 3621, 3504, 3375, 3202, 3178 1639, 1603 110 
Co3Ru2 S phase 2092 557 463 3631, 3574, 3480, 3425, 3204, 3114, 3002 1625, 1611(sh) 124 
Co3Os2 S phase 2088 552 477  3358, 3212, 3116, 3003 1627, 1611 (sh) 134 
Zn3Ru2 S phase 2105 557 461  3273, 3200, 3110, 2926 1613 102 

Zn3Os2 S phase 2092 552 477 3633, 3575, 3475, 3424, 3209, 3115, 3006 1624 (sh),1612 116 

[a] sh: shoulder.        

    



 

 
to provide further information on the water molecules (Fig-
ure 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3. Deconvolution of the O–H stretching (ν) spectral region for the 
L and S phases of Co3Ru2. Similar deconvolution patterns were obtained 
for the remaining compositions (see Supporting Information). Such a 
deconvolution model is in accordance with the accepted model for 
hydrogen-bonded water clusters.[14] 

 
The frequency for the ν(CN) vibrational mode provides an 

indication of the valence and coordination geometry of both the 

M and T metals in hexacyanometallates.[7d,15] As shown in 
Table 3, the lowest-wavenumber ν(CN) bands correspond to the 
Os-based materials implying weaker CN bonds. The weakening 
of the CN bonds can be rationalized in terms of the population 

 
 
of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) owing to 
strong π-backbonding from the Os atom (see Table 3). Our 
IR experiments also show that the ν(CN) band for the Zn-
based compounds is blueshifted with respect to those of the 
other cyanometallates. This implies a strengthening of the 

CN bond, in agreement with the higher Lewis acidity of Zn2+ 

ions com-pared with Co2+ ions. We were unable to detect 
the ν(NT) bands as they typically appear below the lowest 
recording limit of the instrument used. 

 

UV/Vis/NIR Spectra – Ligand-Field Analysis 
 
The UV/Vis/NIR diffuse reflectance spectra were recorded in the 

energy range between 8000 and 50000 cm–1. In Table 4, the 
absorption bands are listed in three groups: (1) the charge 
transfer from the M metal to the CN ligand, (2) the d–d transi-

tions for the M metal with low-spin d6 electronic configuration, 

and (3) the d–d transitions of Co2+ ions with a high-spin[7] elec-

tronic configuration. For the Zn2+ ions with a d10 closed-shell 
configuration, only the first two groups of transitions are al-lowed 
and are strongly overlapped. We found that the energy of the d–
d transitions of the inner metal atom decreased for both phases 
from Ru to Os, and this suggests that the NC–Os bond has a 
weaker ligand-field interaction. As discussed previ-ously for the 
thermal stability of these materials, this behavior is expected 
because of the different size and electronegativity of the Ru and 

Os atoms. The d–d transitions for the Co2+ ion are highly 
sensitive to the geometry of the coordination envi-ronment and 
depend on the S or L phase and the Co–N–C bond angle of the 
formed structure (see Figure 4 and Table 4).  

The ligand-field analysis (LFA) of the UV/Vis/NIR absorption 
spectra provides information on: (1) the coordination number 
and symmetry of the metal centers through the number of 

 
Table 4. UV/Vis/NIR absorption bands [cm–1], Racah parameters [cm–1], 10 Dq parameters [cm–1], and band gaps Eg [eV] estimated from the Tauc 
plots. The ab initio band-gap values are provided in parentheses.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Deconvolution of UV/Vis/NIR spectra for the L and S phases of 

Co3Ru2 according to the ligand-field theory.[16] 

 

d–d transitions and their energies, (2) the ligand-field 
strength at the internal and external metal atoms from the 
value of the ligand-field splitting energy (10 Dq); and (3) the 
covalent char-acter of the coordination bonds from the value 
for the Racah parameter B.  

The effect of the symmetry distortion is more notable for the 

Co2+ center (d7), because it splits the Td tetrahedral d–d excita-
tions into multiple transitions (see Table 4). Note that for the 
analysis of the electronic transitions of all metal atoms, we ig-

nored the small distortion from the ideal Oh or Td symmetry for 
the internal and external metal atoms, respectively, in line with 
previous work.[14] For the tetrahedral Co2+ ions, the ground 

state is the 4A term, which is followed by three accessible ex-

cited states of the same multiplicity: 4T2, 4T1(4F), and 4T1(4P) in 

order of increasing energy. The low-energy 4A–4T2 transition is 
not reported in this work, because it appears below the lowest 
limit of detection of the instrument used. The 4A–4T1(4F) transi-
tion has a low energy, and its appearance together with multi-ple 
4A–4T1(4P) absorption bands in the near-infrared and visible 

regions, respectively,[16] provides conclusive proof of the tetra-

hedral coordination of the Co2+ion. The transitions with the 

highest energies, namely 4A–4T1(4F) and 4A–4T1(4P), are split 
into two bands centered in the energy ranges ν˜ = 7000 to 

10000 (NIR region) and 16500 to 18500 cm–1 (visible region), 
respectively (see Table 4). The Co transitions in the visible re-
gion are spin-forbidden quartet–doublet bands, which widen and 
gain intensity through interactions with the spin-allowed band in 
the visible region.  

For the octahedral RuII and OsII ions in a strong ligand field, 

the ground state is the 1A1g term, which is followed by five 
accessible excited states of the same multiplicity. However, of 
the five possible transitions, we were only able to observe two 

spin-allowed transitions below ν˜ = 50000 cm–1, 1A1g→1T1g(1I) 

and 1A1g→1T2g(1I), in addition to two spin-forbidden transitions, 

 
 

that is, 1A1g→3T1g(3H) and 1A1g→3T2g(3H) (see Table 4). 
We found that all M metal d–d transition bands overlapped 
strongly with the metal-to-ligand charge-transfer bands.  

The smallest Racah B parameters (relative to the Co–N 
bond), calculated from the UV/Vis/NIR spectra, were found for 
the com-pounds with the S phase indicating a higher covalent 
degree for the Co–N bond (see Table 4). From a molecular-
orbital point of view, this suggests that the ligand-to-metal σ-
donation from the N to the T atom is favored in the S-phase 
compounds. Such a prediction from the electronic spectra is 
supported by the previously discussed data from IR 
spectroscopy, TG analysis, and the structural study. The smaller 
values found for the B parame-ter for the four Co-containing 

compositions (see Table 4) than that for the free Co2+ ion (B = 

956 cm–1)[17] imply a higher covalent character for the T–N 
bonds of the Co-based com-pounds. Moreover, the largest 
ligand-field-splitting energies (10 Dq) of the Co–N bond were 
measured for the materials with the S phase, in agreement with 
their larger N-to-Co charge transfer.  

The largest 10 Dq values for the M–C bonds of both 
phases of the Ru-based compounds (see Table 4) indicates 
better li-gand-to-metal σ-donation, whereas the lower 
electronegativity of Os favors the M metal-to-ligand π- 
donation (with respect to the M–C bond). 
 
 
Band-Gap Energies 
 
Metal hexacyanometallates behave as wide-band-gap (Eg) 
semi-conductor materials, and the value of Eg depends on the M 

and T metals and on the crystal structure of the material.[18] In 
this work, we estimated the Eg values by applying the standard 

pro-cedure[19] of extrapolating to zero the following linear 
function obtained from the UV/Vis/NIR absorption [Equation (1)]: 
 

[F(R)hν]2 = C(hν – Eg) (1) 
 
F(R) is the so-called remission or Kubelka–Munk function, R =  
Rsample/Rstandard, C is a proportionality constant, and hν is the 

photon energy.[20] The calculated Eg values are also included in  
Table 4. For all compositions and phases, the smallest Eg 
values correspond to the Os-containing solids. As discussed 
previously, Os is a bulky metal with diffuse t2g orbitals, which 
favor the π-back-donation to the CN ligands, which reduces 
the band-gap energy. 
 

 
Magnetic Properties 
 
RuII and OsII ions have a t2g↑3t2g↓3 low-spin electronic configura-tion 
preventing contributions to the magnetic properties of the materials. 

The Zn2+ ion is a closed-shell ion with a 3d10 elec-tronic 
configuration and cannot contribute to the overall mag-netic 

properties of these materials. However, Co2+ ions are para-

magnetic with an e↑2e↓2t2↑3 electronic distribution. The tem-perature 

dependence of the effective magnetic moment (μeff ) for the Co-

based compounds calculated according to μeff = 2.828( MT)1/2 is 
shown in Figure 5. The four materials show par-amagnetic character 
for the whole temperature range between 2 and 350 K. The sharp 

reduction for the μeff value at low tem- 

 
 



 

 
perature suggests the presence of a weak antiferromagnetic 

coupling between the Co2+ spin carriers. This coupling occurs 
through the ···Co–N≡C–M–C≡N–Co··· chain, in agreement with 
the negative values calculated for the J superexchange integral 

and the Curie–Weiss (θCW) constant (see Table 5).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Temperature dependence of μeff for the 
Co3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·xH2O compounds (M = Ru, Os). 
 
 
Table 5. Parameters fitted with the MagSaki[22] software for an isotropic 
tetra-hedral environment and TIP contributions to the magnetic moment.   

Sample J [cm–1] g θ [K] TIP Residual R (μ) 

Co3Ru2-L –0.6 4.2 –2.3 0.01358 0.000494 
Co3Os2-L –0.49 3.27 –2.2 0.014 0.000379 
Co3Ru2-S –0.4 2.2 –0.2 0.018 0.000063 

Co3Os2-S –0.756 2.001 –1.2 0.000484 0.000553 
 

With the exception of that of the Co3Os2-S compound, the 

magnetic moments exceed the expected value of 6.63 μB above 
200 K (see Figure 5). This paramagnetic character is tempera-
ture-dependent regardless of the spin–orbit coupling. The tem-

perature dependence for μeff close to room temperature shows 
a certain tendency to the saturation value for all compositions. 
This suggests that temperature-independent paramagnetism 
(TIP) takes place for the orbital contribution and indicates the 
existence of low-lying electronic excited states. This is an 
expected behavior, because the contribution from the orbital 

momentum to the high-spin Co2+ state is not completely 

quenched for a perfect tetrahedral symmetry.[21] 
 

To verify the contribution of the spin–orbit coupling and TIP to 

the magnetic moment, we fitted the magnetic data for two Co2+ 
ions in tetrahedral coordination environments with a weak 

magnetic interaction between them. The μeff versus tempera-

ture fitting was performed with the MagSaki software.[22] The 
system can be approximated as two paramagnetic Co centers 
with a weak antiferromagnetic interaction through the ···Co– 

N≡C–M–C≡N–Co··· chains. The fitted and experimental μeff ver-
sus temperature curves are shown in Figure 5, and the fitted 
parameters are reported in Table 5. The model reproduces the 
experimental data at low temperature for the four compositions 
but deviates at high temperatures for the L phases. The reason 

 
 
for the deviation is that a perfect tetrahedron was considered for 

the Co2+ ions in the model instead of a distorted tetrahedral 
coordination. The tetrahedral distortion is more pronounced for 
the Co-based L phases, in agreement with a larger deviation 
between the experimental and fitted curves. Therefore, the 
population of the excited states at high temperature increases 
the magnetic anisotropy as a result of the distortion of the Co 
coordination. For this analysis, we assumed that the energy sep-
aration of the excited states is in the kT order. From Figure 5, 

we see that the μeff value decreases on cooling as the kT value 
is smaller and the excited states become less accessible. Fur-
thermore, the calculated TIP contribution is negligible, in corre-
spondence with the experimental evidence, whereas the varia-
tion for the g value is congruent with an increasing spin–orbit 
contribution to the magnetic moment (see Table 5 and Fig-ure 
5).  

In the UV/Vis/NIR spectra, the last Co electronic transition 
[4T1(P)←4A2(ν3)] is observed in the visible region. This is 
the reason for the crystal-field contribution to the magnetic 
anisot-ropy around the Co2+ ion. The experimental magnetic 
data are in agreement with the refined crystal structures and 
the struc-tural information derived from the UV/Vis spectra. 
 

 
Electronic and Magnetic Properties 
 
The Bader analysis indicates that the charge transfer is negligi-
ble between the water molecules and the inner surfaces of the 
materials. However, the hydronium ions gain electronic charge 
from the nearby N atoms and become nearly neutral. The total 

magnetization of saturation (MS) was calculated at 9.00 μB per 

formula unit (f.u.) from the atomic spin moments (ms) of the Co-
based cyanometallates. Our simulations also confirmed that the 
Zn-containing materials are nonmagnetic. For all of these 

compounds, ms(Co) = 3.00 μB, which is in good agreement with 

the electronic distribution of the Co2+ ions, that is, e↑
2e↓

2t2↑
3. On 

the other hand, Zn has a closed-shell electronic distribution, and 

M has a t2g↑
3t2g↓

3 low-spin configuration; therefore, these atoms 
are nonmagnetic. In all cases, the total magnetization of 
saturation has an integer value, which indicates that the materi-

als have a band gap in at least one of the spin channels.[23] It 

should be noted that the experimental MS(Co3Os2-S) is approxi-

mately 4 μB/f.u. We speculate that certain domains within the 
crystal of this compound have a different magnetic structure, 
which corresponds to an antiparallel (antiferromagnetic) align-
ment of the magnetic moments of the Co atoms. Although this 
may be driven by the weak negative superexchange interaction 
measured experimentally between the Co atoms through the  
···Co–N≡C–M–C≡N–Co··· chain, this situation is outside the 

scope of this paper. However, for comparison, we treated all 
of the systems computationally as ferromagnets with the 
atomic spin moments aligned in the same direction and did 
not con-sider competing magnetic domains. 
 
 
Hydrogen Adsorption 
 
The hydrogen molecule has a relatively small kinetic diameter 

(2.86 Å), which facilitates its diffusion through small windows 

 
 



 

 
and narrow channels. In the absence of partially naked metal 
centers, the hydrogen adsorption process is dominated by 
elec-trostatic interactions.[24] These interactions result from 

the elec-tric field gradient with the H2 quadrupole moment 
and the po-larization of this molecule by a charge center and 
have r–3 and r–4 dependences, respectively (r is the distance 

between the involved electron clouds).[25] Such interactions 

make it possible to use the H2 adsorption isotherm to probe 
the local electric field gradient inside the cavities of the 
material. The local field gradient is determined by the 
negative-charge concentration at the surfaces of the cavities 
and the effective polarizing power of the countercation.[1d,1e] 
 

The low-pressure region of the H2 adsorption isotherms re-
corded at 75 K is shown in Figure 6. The slope of the adsorption 
isotherm at low pressure (low surface coverage of the adsor-
bate molecules) provides a measure of the strength of the host– 
guest interactions (adsorption forces). On the basis of the slopes 
of these isotherms, the strength for the host–guest inter-action 

follows the order Co3Os2-S > Co3Ru2-S > Co3Os2-L > Co3Ru2-
L, which is in agreement with the TG and IR spectro-scopy 
results. The strong electrostatic interactions between the 
negative charge density at the surface of the cavity and the 
hydronium ion reduces the effective polarizing power of the 

cation and weakens the adsorption potential for the H2 mol-
ecule. For the S phase, in which the hydronium ion preserves its 

high polarizing power, the stabilization of the H2 molecule within 
the cavity is favored. For the Zn-based compounds, the order for 

the host–guest interactions is Zn3Os2 > Zn3Ru2, owing to the 
higher charge-density concentration at the cavity surface of the 

Os-containing compound. For more information, the H2 
adsorption isotherms recorded at 75 K and up to 5 bar as well 
as the curve fits for a combination of low- and high-pressure 
models are available in the Supporting Information.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 6. Low-pressure region (< 20 Torr) for the H2 adsorption 
isotherms of the T3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]·uH2O series at 75 K. 
 

 

Conclusions 
 
The series T3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·xH2O (T = Co2+, Zn2+; M = RuII, OsII) 

crystallizes in a rhombohedral unit cell with the R3¯ c space group. 
The porous framework of these materials is formed by a 

 
 

3D array of MC6 octahedra and slightly distorted TN4 tetra-

hedra. For T = Co, two structural modifications were identified 
with different cell volumes per formula unit. In these com-
pounds, the hydronium ions are the countercations and are lo-
cated close to the corners of the tetrahedra. The free volume in 
the structure is partially occupied by weakly bonded water 
molecules stabilized within the cavity through hydrogen-bond 
interactions with the hydronium ions. Two structures of weakly 
bonded water molecules were identified, that is, clusters and 
chains. The clusters are formed when the polarizing power of 
the hydronium ion is reduced by the negative charge of the 
cavity. In this case, the stabilization of the water molecules 
within the cavity is dominated by the formation of hydrogen 
bonds between them. If the hydronium ion is able to preserve a 
high polarizing ability, the water molecules form chains. Con-
clusive information in this regard was obtained from the decon-
volution of the ν(OH) region of the IR spectra and from theoreti-
cal calculations. The TG curves confirmed the presence of these 

two types of structures of water molecules. The H2 isotherms, 

recorded after the removal of the weakly bonded water mol-
ecules, provide an indication for the effective polarizing power of 
the hydronium ion. The crystal-field analysis of the recorded 

UV/Vis/NIR spectra, the MT versus T graphs, and the DFT simu-
lations provided conclusive proof of the distortion of the Co 
coordination environment. This study revealed that the hydro-
thermal recrystallization method is a convenient route to im-
prove the crystallinity of metal hexacyanometallates, which are 
usually obtained as fine powders. 

 

Experimental Section 
 
Six materials with the general composition 

T3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·xH2O (T = Zn2+, Co2+ and M = RuII, OsII) were 
prepared by the hydrother-mal recrystallization of four crude solids 

obtained by adding an ethanol solution (0.03 M, 25 mL) of H4M(CN)6 

dropwise to an aque-ous solution (0.01 M, 250 mL) of T(NO3)2. The 
precipitate formed was aged in the mother liquor for 24 h, then 
separated by centrifu-gation, and washed several times with distilled 
water to remove all of the accompanying ions. Finally, each solid 
was divided into two equal parts and transferred to Teflon-sealed 
autoclave flasks for the hydrothermal recrystallization (see Table 1). 
The resulting solids were washed again several times with distilled 
water and then sepa-rated and air-dried to a constant weight. Six 
polycrystalline materi-als appropriate for the structural study were 
obtained. The fine powders obtained from the primary precipitation 

process were ma-terials of poor crystallinity. The H4M(CN)6 

solutions used during the synthesis were prepared in situ[26] from 
potassium hexacyano-ruthenate(II) and hexacyanoosmate(II). The 

hexacyano complexes were synthesized from RuCl2·H2O or OsO4 

and KCN according to previously reported procedures.[1e] 
 
The nature of the obtained solids was established through energy-
dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), powder XRD, IR spectroscopy, UV/ 
Vis/NIR spectroscopy, and magnetic data. The hydration degree and 
thermal stability were evaluated by thermogravimetric analysis. 
From the EDS spectra, the ratios of the metal atoms (T/M) for these 
materials were close to 3:2, without the presence of any other metal. 
The deconvolution of the IR bands for the ν(OH) vibrations provided 
conclusive evidence of the presence of hydronium coun-tercations 
and their interactions with the cavity surface and water molecules 
within the cavity. 

 
 



 

 

TG curves were recorded in the 30–300 °C interval under N2 (100 
mL/min) with a TGA 2950 thermobalance from TA Instruments 
operated in the high-resolution dynamic mode with an instrumen-tal 
resolution of five and 5 °C/min as the upper limit for the heating rate. 
IR spectra were recorded with a Perkin–Elmer instrument by the 
attenuated total reflectance (ATR) technique. UV/Vis spectra were 
recorded by the integration-sphere method. Zero-field-cooling (ZFC) 
and field-cooling (FC) magnetic curves were recorded in the 2–300 
K temperature range with an MPMS magnetometer from Quantum 
Design. FC curves were recorded under an applied field of 50 Oe. 
Deconvolutions of sets of single peaks for the ν(OH) spec-tral region 
of the IR spectra and for the optical transitions present in the 

UV/Vis/NIR spectra were performed with the Fityk software.[27] 
 
H2 excess adsorption isotherms up to 4000 Torr (ca. 5 bar) were 
recorded with an ASAP 2050 analyzer (from Micromeritics). Sample 
tubes of known weight were loaded with the sample (60–70 mg) and 

sealed with Tran Seal. Before the H2 adsorption, the samples were 
degassed (activated) in the ASAP analyzer at a heating rate of 1 
°C/min in the temperature regime selected for the TG curves. In all 
cases, the degassing temperature was maintained until the out-gas 

rate was stabilized below 10–6 Torr. The degassed sample and 
sample tube were weighed and then transferred back to the analy-
zer with the Tran Seal to prevent exposure to air. After volume-free 
measurement with helium, the sample was heated under vacuum for 
ca. 30 min at the activation temperature and then degassed for ca. 
12 h. Details of the degassing process and the adsorption data 

processing are available in the Supporting Information. The H2 ad-
sorption measurements were performed at 75 K with a bath of liquid 

N2. The relatively low temperature of liquid N2 (75 K) corre-sponds 
to a local atmospheric pressure of 586 Torr. 
 
The crystal structures of the six solids were refined from their pow-der 

XRD patterns recorded at room temperature with Cu-Kα1 radia-tion in the 
Bragg–Brentano geometry with a Bruker D8 diffractome-ter. The 

reported structure for the series Zn3A2[M(CN)6]2·xH2O was used as the 

structural model to be refined.[7d,7e] Peak profiles were calculated within 
ten times the full width at half-maximum (FWHM). The background was 
modeled by a third-order polynomial equa-tion. The interatomic C–N and 
M–C distances were constrained to values within the limit considered in 

previous structural studies of analogous solids.[7d] Further details of the 
crystal structure investi-gations may be obtained from the 
Fachinformationszentrum Karls-ruhe, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, 
Germany (fax: +49-7247-808-666; e-mail: crysdata@fiz-karlsruhe.de), on 
quoting the file numbers CSD-431448 {for 

Co3(H3O)2[Ru(CN)6]2·7.9H2O}, -431447 {for 

Co3(H3O)2[Ru(CN)6]2·5.8H2O}, -431446 {for Co3(H3O)2[Os(CN)6]2· 

8.4H2O}, -431445 {for (H3O)2[Os(CN)6]2·6.8H2O}, -431450 {for 

Zn3(H3O)2[Ru(CN)6]2·5.2H2O}, and -431449 {for Zn3(H3O)2[Os(CN)6]2· 

6.9H2O}.  
Computational Details: The bulk of the T3(H3O)2[M(CN)6]2·uH2O 

compounds were simulated with the primitive unit cell. Each com-
putational cell was formed of two formula units and six cavities. Four 
of the pores were filled randomly with hydronium counter-cations, 
and the remaining cavities were filled with one water mol-ecule each 
to keep the model as simple and symmetric as possible. The lattice 
parameters, cell volume, and internal coordinates were allowed to 
relax fully during the geometry optimizations. 
 
All calculations were performed within the spin-polarized density 
functional theory (DFT) framework as implemented in the Vienna 

Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP).[28] The Kohn–Sham valence 
states were expanded in a plane-wave basis set with a cutoff fixed 
at 520 eV for the kinetic energy. The electron-exchange correlation 
was denoted by the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in 

 
 
the form of the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof functional revised for sol-

ids (PBEsol).[29] The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method was 
used to describe the core orbitals and their interactions with the 

valence electrons.[30] The frozen core consisted of orbitals up to and 
including the 1s for the period-two elements, 3p for the period-four 
elements, 4s for Ru, and 4f for Os. The partial occupancies for all 
calculations were determined by the tetrahedron method with Blöchl 

corrections.[31] The DFT+U[32] approach by Dudarevet al.[33] was 
included to improve the description of the localized and strongly 
correlated d(Co) electrons. The effective Hubbard parame-  
ter (Ueff ) value of 6.0 eV for the Co atom was determined by fitting 
the calculated band gap to the experimental one. We performed a  
set of DFT+U calculations in which Ueff was changed in steps of 0.5 
eV from 0 to 6.5 eV, and the geometries were allowed to relax fully. 
As the calculations underestimated the experimental band gaps for 
the Zn-based compounds by 0.15–0.46 eV, we postulated a 
correction for the Co-based materials. We scaled down the band 

gap for Co3(H3O)2[Ru(CN)6]2 according to Equation (2).  
 
 

 
(2) 

 
Here, all of the compounds are in the S phase, and the cor, cal, 
and exp superscripts represent the corrected, calculated, and 
experi-mental band-gap energies, respectively. 
 
All calculations included long-range dispersion corrections through 

the method of Grimme (D3) with a Becke–Jonson damping,[34] 
which is required for the accurate simulation of the interactions of 

adsorbates with extended surfaces[35] or internal cavities.[36] A Γ-
centered Monkhorst–Pack grid of 3 × 3 × 3 k-points was used to 

sample the Brillouin zone integrations.[37] The conjugate-gradient 
minimization technique was used for geometry optimizations. The 
systems were considered converged when the Hellmann–Feynman 
forces on each ion fell below 0.1 eV/Å. The energy threshold defin-

ing the self-consistency of the electron density was set at 10–5 eV. A 
larger cutoff for the kinetic energy of the plane waves, denser k-point 
meshes, and a lower self-consistent energy threshold were tested to 
ensure that the energies were converged within 1 meV per atom. 

 
We tested different orientations for the magnetic spin moments of 
the transition-metal atoms to identify the ground state. Several 
combinations of low- and high-spin states equivalent to different 
initial magnetic moments were also carefully checked. The mag-
netic moments were allowed to relax during each of the simula-tions. 
Atomic charges (and spin moments) were derived through Bader 

analysis[38] to quantify the charge transfer between the 
cyanometallate pores and the water molecules. 
 
Supporting Information (see footnote on the first page of this 

article): Spectroscopic, magnetic, and structural information; 
refined atomic positions; occupation and isotropic thermal 
factors; calcu-lated interatomic distances and bond angles. 
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